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Why

Sonar-Global?
Social scientists have much to offer to public health efforts to
address disease outbreaks and the emergence and spread of
antimicrobial resistance (AMR). Yet social scientists have often
been poorly integrated into these efforts to address infectious
threats. There is clear demand to develop and coordinate
social science expertise to maximize its public health impact.
Funded by the European Commission, Sonar-Global is building
a sustainable international social sciences network to engage
the active participation of the social sciences in preparedness
and response to infectious threats, including AMR.

•

Sonar-Global in Numbers

15
PARTNERS

3.5 years

PROJECT DURATION

(continuation within
the “ISIDORe” Research
Infrastructure funded by the
Horizon Europe program)

•

4.3 M€
EU FUNDING

START

END

2019
2022

•

Development
of the online
platform

Sonar-Global Outputs
Governance
lessons learned
study

Development of
appropriate engagement
models, Bangladesh

Sept
2020
May
2019

April
2020
Map of existing
vulnerability
assessment tools

•

Piloted and evaluated
social sciences
curricula on line

Jan
2021
Sept
2020

Adaptation, pilot and
evaluation of vulnerability
assessment tool for
epidemics, Uganda

June
2022
Mar. 2021
Dec. 2021

Development
of appropriate
engagement models,
Eastern Europe

Continuation within the
“ISIDORe” Research
Infrastructure funded by
the Horizon Europe
program

Why

join the Sonar-Global
network?
Showcase
your work

Highlight your skills
and expertise

Participate in
regional hubs

Learn about community
engagement and vulnerability
assessment

Find social
science partners

Access tailored
training materials

What

are Sonar-Global
activities?
Sonar-Global pursues social sciences activities
in 7 different Work Packages (WP), including
a WP that ensures ethics compliance:

WP5

WP2

Maps available trainings and makes
them accessible on
the Sonar-Global website.
Develops social sciences curricula for
AMR and outbreaks, targeting social
scientists and medical and public
health professionals.

Builds a global online community of
social scientists working in infectious
disease outbreaks and AMR.
Engage them through regional hubs
in Europe, Africa, and South and
Southeast Asia.

WP1
Coordinates and conducts
Governance Lessons Learned study,
focusing on:
viral hemorrhagic fevers,
AMR and vaccine hesitancy,
WP4
WP3
to inform network creation,
expansion
Develops models for multiscale,
Adapts and tests tools
and activities.
multi-sectored dialogue-based
to understand and limit
engagement:
vulnerability and social exclusion
due to infectious threats.
• AMR in Bangladesh
Contribute to best response
• Vaccination in Ukraine
practices and enhance
WP7
• Ebola and other outbreak
resiliance.
preparedness in Uganda.
Identifies complex, cumulative
factors contributing to vulnerability in
the COVID-19 and develops concrete
policies to promote resilience
throughmulti-sectoral, multiscalar
engagement
• 5 European countries (France,
Germany, Italy, Malta, Slovenia)
• Implements tools and models
from WP3 and WP4.

What

is Sonar-Global
doing?

1

Developing
a platform
for collaboration among social
scientists and with other actors
and institutions

2

Creating
regional hubs

to catalyze exchange and new research

3

Adapting, testing
and evaluating
tools and models
including vulnerability assessments
and engagement models

4

Strengthening
capacity
by piloting and evaluating training
curricula for social scientists and other
actors involved in infectious threats

5

Enhancing COVID-19
pandemic response
by evaluating vulnerabilities and resilience
in 5 European countries and promoting
engagement for strengthing policy

Who

are Sonar-Global
partners?
•

Project Partners •

AMSTERDAM INSTITUTE FOR
GLOBAL HEALTH & DEVELOPMENT

PROJECT COORDINATOR,
LEADS WP1 & WP7

LEADS WP2 AND CO-LEADS WP5

CO-LEADS WP4

CO-LEADS WP3

CO-LEADS WP2

ACTIVITIES IN WP3, WP4

LEADS WP4

LEADS WP3

UGANDA ACTIVITIES
IN WP3, WP4

LEADS WP5

GOVERNANCE LESSONS
LEARNED STUDY WP1, WP5

ACTIVITIES IN WP7

ACTIVITIES IN WP7

ACTIVITIES IN WP7

ACTIVITIES IN WP7

•

ACTIVITIES IN WP7

ACTIVITIES IN WP7

ACTIVITIES IN WP7

Affiliated partners •

ACTIVITIES IN WP7

ACTIVITIES IN WP7

ACTIVITIES IN WP7
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DENMARK
UK
GERMANY

UKRAINE
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THAÏLAND
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